Visioning Workshop Ideas
The Big Picture for Goodyear
More than just a collection of neighborhoods, we are a connected community. Our goal is to
utilize our existing assets to foster the arts, entertainment, and recreation while we build industries,
educational institutions, and infrastructure to promote one Goodyear. (11 out of 43 stars)
Vision Mission Statement
“Create a highly desirable place for all to live, work, and play by enhancing Connectivity within
the city and collaborating with other west valley Communities.” Aka Synergy (2/ out of 43 stars)
Ohana (Hawaiian for One Family)
Goodyear is a community of caring that celebrates and promotes the individuality of the
communities well being and encourages connectivity through commuter rail, bus systems bus
pedestrian access. Supports for front porch communities, parks, community gardens, trees, allowing us
to work/play/ educate ourselves where we live in our communities. Diversity of Lifestyle is celebrated
through the arts, nightlife, housing and educational opportunities. A community for all generations. (4
out of 43 stars)
A City of Life Amenities or Goodyear . . . a destination City
“Our dynamic Goodyear incorporates easy access transportation, higher education,
“art”ification, and recreation” Our desirable city vision includes a library, botanical gardens, a water
park, the development of Bullard wash to include shaded trails and walk able paths connecting
neighborhoods. (1 out of 43 stars)
Goodyear‐ Where the Good is all year round!
To establish a bold and innovative plan that ensures a diverse and sustainable community
incorporating our natural, human, and cultural resources.
•
•
•

Through the development of Bullard Wash and Estrella Mountain for recreation and quality of
life.
Preservation of agricultural history with community gardens and farmers markets.
Downtown hub providing family and community oriented activities and lifelong education, arts
and culture.
(11 out of 43 stars)

“Goodyear‐ Good earth The Garden City”
In the shadow of the Sierra Estrella Mountains, Goodyear is a diverse community of energy
efficient homes, comprised of farms, parks, a multi‐modal transportation system, and community
gardens anchored by a lively city center with sustainable commercial, cultural, and public use areas. (7
out of 43 stars)
Transportation
Goodyear will become the nationally western (gateway) transportation hub; with public
transportation integrating airport, light rail, freeway, and trains. (2 out of 43 stars)
Cool Shade
Goodyear is a physically attractive, inclusive, engaged, and creative magnetic community
sharing resources in partnership with the region. (5 out of 43 stars)

